The master electrician will lead, direct and coordinate all electricians at the construction/work site(s) to ensure the work is performed productively, safely and with the expected quality.

**Essential Duties and Responsibilities:**

- Lead the electrical installation of commercial rooftop and ground-mounted solar PV systems.
- Oversee work among the electricians and assigned trades to promote a coordinated operation.
- Manage and schedule subcontractors.
- Create schedules and determine the sequence of work.
- Project management duties including setting up jobs, assistance with bidding, estimating, and ordering materials.
- Communicate with management and architects/engineers in connection with field issues.
- Investigate and resolve field issues.
- Manage the work to ensure that it is installed in compliance with and conforms to the approved contract documents.
- Pull permits as necessary.
- May perform work of lower level electricians.
- Perform miscellaneous job-related duties as assigned.

**Requirements**

- Master Electrician
- 5 years’ experience as an Electrical Supervisor
- 10 years’ experience as a working Electrician
- Must be able to read and comprehend electrical plans and specs.
- Must be able to adapt and adjust quickly to changes.
- Must be able to use power tools, test meters, pipe threaders and conduit benders.
- Able to work in heat, cold, rain environment.
- Must be able to stand, kneel, crouch, twist, work tight areas, climb a ladder.
- Must be able to travel
- Must be able to secure Additional ME Licensure

Nice to Have: Experience using Procore

Competitive pay and benefits.

Long term employment opportunity.

**Job Type:** Full-time

**Experience:**

- Relevant: 5 years (Preferred)
- Master Electrician: 1 year (Preferred)
- Electrical: 7 years (Preferred)
License:

- Master Electrician

Work authorization:

- United States (Required)

Pay Frequency:

- Bi-Weekly

Interested candidates can submit a resume via email: careers@sunpeakpower.com

SunPeak is a leading, full-service solar photovoltaic developer specializing in commercial and industrial applications. Based in Madison, Wisconsin, the company works across the nation helping businesses, health care facilities, municipalities and educational institutions reduce their electrical costs and enhance their sustainability efforts using solar energy. SunPeak uses a value-added, comprehensive approach with its customers, partnering with them from the earliest stages to educate, assess, design, construct and ultimately maintain a solar installation through the expected thirty-year life of the system. By using only top-quality components and talent and managing every aspect of the process, SunPeak builds an unparalleled level of trust amongst its customers. For more information, please visit www.sunpeakpower.com.